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Chapter II 

I s Conservatism ; ~...!!lSL~d N§:tu~ --------
For the purpose of analytical clarity, it is necessary 

to discuss the lineage, traditicn and the accepted meaning of 

conservatism, if only to reveal its conceptual ambiguity. At 

the attitude level, conse!vatisf'"', ·~t 1 east semantically, appears 

to refer to an attitude opposed to change • 11 Conservatism is a 

term whose usefulness is matchcc by onl:i' its capacity to 

con fuse, distort and irritate." 
1 

Gene rally, ccnse rv at ism 

implies a body of thought, either scc.lal or political, which 

emerged in Europe towards the end of the eighteenth century and 
C.z: 'I~'\ tv• ~ J 

the beginning of the nineteenth~as a reaction to the eighteenth 

century rational ism, philosophy of the enlightenment and the 

French Revolution, and was particularly associ<~ted \:ith the 

writings of Edmund Burke. It was also used to describe 11 the 

political activities and ideas of those associated with parties 

or groups which proclaim themselves to be conservative, even 

though their ideas and actions may be far removed from the 

2 
ideas and principles of conservatism. 11 The various uses of the 

term and the widely accepted and employed meanings of the \vord 

11 cor.servatism" gave it a unique flexibility. However, ln 

whatever way it is used, by any person or group, all have a comrnon 

concern with the preservation of existing institutions and 

traditions. 
3 



,.. . 

A fine summary of Enlightenment thought is ,_;iven by 

Zeitlin s •• Knowledge of reality, l-lhether natural or social, 

depends on the unity of reason and observation in the 

scientific method. The Enlightenment thinkers were as 

interested in society and history as they were in nature, 

and these were tre21t.eo as indivisible unity. By studying 
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nature •••• including the nature of man •••• one could learn 

not only about vJhat is, but c.bout what is possible1 likewise, 

by studying society and history, one could learn not only 

about the working of the existin~ factual order, but about 

its inherent possibilities" 
4 

The beginnings of Enlightenment are generally linked 

with thE, -.Jerks of Locke. Although Locke laid down the theory 

of what was later called 'liberal democracy', it has convincingly 

been shown thc.t his theory can be regarded as the first 

ideological expression of capitalism. By defining the state 

in economic terms, the VF.t..i.'..le of freedom could only come to 

mean freedom from state interference in property rights, vrhereas 

the value of equality v11as formalised as equality before the law, 

and could never be substantiated in economic and democratic 

sense. 

L ,.-/ 
Edmu..'1d Burke was the first exponen~ of the reaction 

to these Enlightenment ideas, v1hich quickly grew into a 

rrovement which was later <"'~-"lle.d conservatism. His immediate 

and passionate reaction to the French Revolution already 
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contains the major arguments ot the anti-revolutionary 

romantic movement. A few citations will set the tone of his 

t
. 5 

reac ~on. 

The following quotations ate taken from Edmund Surke 1 s 

book Re fJ:!£!.!2!!!-Sm~-R!!.9~.!£g_in_E.!~..c.-.!12.9 

"Whatever each man can separately do, ~1ithout 

tresspassing upon others, he has a right to do for himself1 

and he has a right to a fair portion of all 1...:hich society, 

with all its combination of skill and force, can do in his 

favour. But as to the share of power, authority anc direction 

which each individual ought to have in the management of the 

state, that I must deny to be amongst the direct o1:ig.Lnal r:Lqhts 

of man in civil society. It is a thing to be settled by 

convention." (p.87) 

11 In this sense, the restraints on men .:ts well as their 
' 

liberties are to be _n,fiZUo1le.~ among their rights. But as 

liberties ana restrictions vary with times and circumstances, 

and admit of infinite modification~ they can be settled upon 

any abstract rule and nothing is so foolish as to discuss them 

upon that principle. 11 (p. 89) • 
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"The pretended rights of these theorists are all 

extremes; in proportion as they are metaphysically true, they 

are morally and politically false. The rights of man are in 

a sort of middle, incapable of definition but not impossible 

to be discerned.u (p. 92) • 

II. ''The characteristic essence of property, formed out of 

the combined principles of acquisitions and conservatio~ is 

to be unequal."{p.75). 

"'I'he rich indeed require an additional security from 

the dangers to which they are exposed, when a popular power 

is prevalent."(p.26~. 

"A perfect democracy is the most shameless thing in 

the world."(p.139). 

III. Burke on the value of conventions and traditional 

ways of life, even the value of prejud :.ce : 

"When men are encouraged to go into a certain mode of 

life by the existing laws and protected in that mode as in a 

lawfuJ occupation, v1hen they have accommodated alJ their 

idea~ all their habits to it •••• I am sure it is unjust 

in legislature, by an arbitrary act, to offer a sudden 

violence to their minds and their feelings forcibly to degrade 

them from their state anc3 their condition and to stigmatize 

with shame and infamy that character and these customs which 
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before had been made the me0sure of their happiness and 

honour." (p.230). 

"You derive benefits from many dispositions and many 

passions of the human mind, '~Which are of as doubtful a colour 

in the moral eye as superstition itself •••• But is 

superstition the greatest of all possible vices 1 •••• 

Superstition is the religion of feeble minds; and they must 

be tolerated in an intermixture of it; in trifling or some 

enthusiastic shape or other., else you will deprive weak minds 

of a resource found necessary to the strongest." (p.234). 

N. On social change : "By a slow but well-sustained progress, 

the effect of each step is watched; the good or ill success 

of the first gives light to us in the second and so, from 

light to light, \E are conducted with safety through the whole 

series. we see that the parts of the system do not clash. '1 

It was Chateaubriand in 1818 in France whc gave the 

word 'conservatism' its distinctive meaning when he called his 

periodical, designed to propagate the ideas of clerical and 

political restoration, Le Conservateur. The word was not ---- --
adopted in Germany until 1930's, \<'hile it did not obtain 

6 
official recognition in England until 1936. 

The best way to minimise the confusion that follows 

the term conservatism is to distinguish it, in ordinary way 
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from other isms. This can be most readily accomplished by 

treating conservatism as an attitude towards social change 

1 
and political reform. 

First, the term radicalism insists that the existing 

institutions are diseased and oppressive, traditional values 

are dishonest and exploitative, it is, therefore, prepared 

to force entry into fu:tute by subversion and violence. 8 

secondly, liberalism is the attitude of those who are reasonably 

satisfied with their way of life, yet believe that they can 

improve upon that substantially without betraying its ideals 

and institutions. The liberals try to adopt a balanced view 

of social proces~ in short, he is optimistic rather than 

pessimistic about the possibi1 it ies c1f reform. 

Thirdly, the term reactionary conveys a yearning for 

the past and a feeling that wants to retreat back. A 

reactionary should not be confused with the conse.tVative, is 

a man who refuse to accept the present. More than thi~ a 

reactionary is willing to erase some law~ enact others, 

even amend his nation•s constitution to ~11 back the social 

10 process. 

4,.eitlin 
11 

summarises the various propositions of the 

conse.tVative reaction s 

1. "Society is an organic unity with internal .1 \lws of 
i~ 

development and deep rootsAthe pas~ not simply mechanical 
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aggregate of individual e1emen ts." 

2. "Man has no existen~ outside a social group or 

context and becomes human only by participating in society. 11 

3. "The individual is an abstract flnc not the basic 

element of a society. Society is composed of relationships 

and institutions. The existence and maintenance of srnaJl 

groups are essential." 

4. "Customs, beliefs and institutions are organically 

intertwined so that changing and re-makins one part will 

undermine the complex relationships maintaining the stability 

of society as a whole. 11 

s. "Man has constant and tmal terable needs, -v1hich every 

society and each of its institutions serve to fulfil. If 

these agencies are disturbed or disrupted, suffering or 

disorder will result." 

6. 11 'I'he non-rational aspects of human existence have a 

positive value and are essential. 11 

7. "Status and hierarchy are essential to society. 1 Equality 

will dest~y the natural and time-honoured agencies by which 

values are passed from one generation to another." 

Karl Mannhei~ 
12 

in his semina1 work on conservatis~ 

made an indepth malysis of conservatism. According to hi~ 



modern conseJ:Vatism differs from traditionalism in general, it 

refers to a psychological attitude which manifests in the 

individual as a clinging to old ways anc expres:::.es itself in 

a fear of innovation. 

One of the most essential characteristics of conserva

tive way of experiencing and thinking seems to be its clinging 

to what is immediate and concrete in a practical way. The 

result of this is a novel, almost emphatic experience of the 

concrete, reflected in the consistently anti-revolutionary 

~Cot\'hrtc.li<>)\ of the term concrete. To exper.i.ence and to think 

concretely aow comes to signir)' a specific mode of conduct, a 

desire to be effective only within the particular immediate 

environment in which one is placed, and a total aversion to all 

things that are merely possible or speculative. 

Non-romantic conseJ:Vatism always starts out from 

the particular case at hand and never broadens its 

horiaon beyond its particular environment. Its aim is immediate 

action, change in concrete details, and it is, therefore, not 

really conccr:r.ed ~o..rith the structure of the world in which 

it liVes. All progressive action, in contrast, is increasingly 

animated by a consciou.:mess of the possible: it tran~ends the 

given immediacy by recourse to a systematic possibility, and 

it fights against thE concrete not by seeking to put a different 

concreteness in its place, but by wanting a different 

systematic sta-rting-point. 



A conservative person only thinks systematically 

when he is moved to reaction, perhaps because he is forced 

to set up a system counter to that of the progressive, or 

because the process has progressed to a point where he has 

lost touch with the present state ot things, so that he is 

compelled to intervene actively in order to reverse the 

process of history. 
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From this contrast bet\1een the concrete and abstract, 

it becomes evident, at; a crucial poi.nt, how far the two types 

of experience are functionally related to the social. The 

conservative concrete experience of things can hardly be shown 

more plainly than in the conservati\·c expe:rience of property, 

in contrast to the bourgeois experience of it. The conserva

tive notion of property was bound up witl1 its owner in an 

entirely different ways than is the case of modem ownership. 

There was a definite, vi tal, and reciprocal relationship 

between the owner and his property. Property in its old and 

genuine sense carried within it certain privileges for its 

owner: it r<endered him eligibl~ for instance to have a voice 

in the state, it bestowed hunting rights, and it qualified 

for membership on the jury. Hence, it was closely bound up 

with the proprietor's personal honour and in this sense 

inalienable. Similarly, conservatism also sets up the concept 

of freedom, in opposition to the revolutionary concept. The 

conservative contention about freedom is that human beings 
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are unequal in their nature, in their innermost being. and 

that freedom consists in the condition in which each and 

everyone, in accordance with his innermost principle, actualises 

the laws of development uniquely peculiar to himself. 

'l'he ideological nature of conservatism appears to be 

more complicated. Originally, in the first half of the 

nineteenth century, it was the expression of the nobility in 

its defense against those of the bourgeoisie. This is show~ 

for example, by the fact that conservatism becarre fully 

developed in the countries where the nobility held a strong 

position. However, conservatism was not completely opposed 

to liberal ideas. Ratner, it opposed the ideology of 

En1ightellment and also the ideas of the French Revolution. 

Secondly, conservatism was more than just an attempt 

at a defense of the interEsts oi a threatened elite s as 

conscious traditionalis~ it expressed the tr2aitional way 

of life that many people were still leading in class-divided 

society. 'l'hirdly, conservative ideas have often .oeen put 

forward in religious vocabulary, which pretends to be unrelated 

to the interests of specific groups or social classes. 

Finally, there is a developmental aspect in conservatis~ 

which made it gradually accept capitalism as a natural 

development. 
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Thus conservatism was first developed as a defenee 

of aradi tional society. It was subsequently developed further 

as a defense of capitalism. 'l'his tendency was finally 

strengthened that some conservative ideas can be used by 

almost any elite that wishes to legitimise its particular 

position. 

Clinton Rossiter distinguished four types of 

conservatism : temperamental, possessive, practical and 

h "l . . 1 13 p ~ osoph1.ca • 

Temperamental conservatism is simply a man's natural 

disposition to oppose any substantial change, in his manner 

of life, work and enjoyment. Psychologists generally agree 

that all human beings exhibit conservative traits to some 

degree in their lives and in most men these appear to be 

dominant. The important traits in conservative temperament, 

all of them largely non-rational in character, would seem to 

be habit, inertia, fear and emulation. 

Secondly, possessive conservatism is the attitude of 

the man who has something substantial to defend against the 

erosion of change, whether it be his status, reputation, 

po~Jer or most commonly, property. Like conservatism of 

temperament, possessive conservatism is self-cent red, 

non-speculative frame of mind opposed to change of any type and 
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ftom any direction. It is only incidentally an attitude 

towards social and political reform. 

The third and most common use of the word is practical 

conservatism. This is the conservatism of temperament and 

possession operating in a new dimension, the community, but 

not on the higher plane of speculative thought. The practical 

conservative is a man who is prepared to oppose any disruptive 

change in the legal, political, economic, social, religious 

and cultural order. The practical conservative has managed 

to rise some distance above his own interests. 

The last and the highest Kind is philosophical conser-

vatism. The philosophical conservative subscribes consciously 

to the principles designed to justify the established order 

and guard it against the careless tinkering and determined 

reform. His conservatism is explained in intellectual as well 

as psychological, social and ecunomic te :rms. He is conscious 

of the history, structure, ideals, and traditions of reform 

and the importance of conservatism in maintaining an 

established social order. 

III. Theories of Conservatism .....,_......,.. ____ ~-------

Samuel P.Huntington outlined three types of conservative 

theory : aristocratic, autonomous, and the situational. 14 



The aristocratic theory defines conservatism as an 

ideology of a single, specific, and unique historical 
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movement s the reaction of the feudal, aristocratic and agrarian 

classes to the French Revolutio~ liberalism and the rise of 

the bourgeoisie at the end of the eighteenth century and 

during the first half of the nineteenth century. In Mannheim 1 s 

words, modern conservatism is the function of one particular 

historical and sociological situation. Liberalism is the 

ideology of the bourgeoisie, socialism is the ideology of the 

proletariat and conservatism is the ideology of the aristo

cracy. Conservatism thus becomes indissolubly associated with 

feudalism, status, the ancient regime, and nobility: it 

becomes irrcconciliably opposed to the middle class, labou~ 

commercialism, liberalism and individualism. 

Secondly, the autonomous definition holds that 

conservatism is not necessarily connected with the interest 

of any particular group, nor indeed, in its appearance 

dependent upon any specific historical configuration of 

social classes. Conservatism is an autonomous system of ideas. 

It is defined in terms of universal values such as justice,. 

order, balance, and moderation. Whether or not these values 

ate held high by particular individuals depends not on his 

social affiliations but upon his personal capacity to see 

their inherent truth and desirability. 
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Thirdly, the situational definition views conservatism 

as the ideology arising out of a distinct but recurring type 

of historical situation in Which a fundamental challenge is 

directed at established institutions and in which the 

supporters of those institutions employ the conservative 

ideology in their defense. Thus, conservatism is that system 

of ideas employed to justify any established order, no matter 

where and when it exists, against any fundamental challenge to 

its nature or being, no matter from what quarters. 'l'he 

essence of conservatism is the passionate affirmation of the 

value of existing institutmons. No person can espouse the 

conservative ideology, however, unless he is fundamentally 

happy with the established order and committed to its defense 

against any serious challenge. 

According to Huntington, both aristocratic and tradi-

tional theories of conservatism are inadequate. In short, the 

aristocratic definition fails because no necessary connection 

exists between aristocrac-.1 and feudalism, on the one hand, 

and conservatism on the other : non-aristocrats can also 

expound conservative ideology; aristocrats can also expound 

t . 'd 15 non-conserva ~ve ~ eology. 

IV. ,!deo12.,S_4:cal Dev~lopmen t o!_Modem_ln£.!.2...~3:~ 

~servative S tran,2_!!Lindi!U..J!.Q!!Sics! Though,:!:. 

The dominant influence in the shaping of modem India 

had been its connection with Britain. The British empire in 
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India began right after 1757 and lasted little less than two 

hundred years. For two centuries the history of Europe aad 

been built up, to some extent, on the basis of domination of 

India. 

The social and political situation of India was 

extremely propitious for its conquest by a well-organised, 

economically united and militarily more advanced foreign 

power. Karl M9rx raised the question thus s "How was the 

English supremacy established in India 1 The paramount 

power of the great .l'-bghuls was broken by the .l'-bghul viceroys. 

·rhe power of the viceroys was broken by the Marathas. The 

power of the .Marathas was broken by the Afghans, and while 

all were struggling against all, the British rushed in and 

subdued all. A country, according to Marx, which was not only 

divided between .l'-bhammedan and Hindu. but between tribe and 

tribe, between caste and caste, a society whose framework was 

based on a sort of equilibriu~ resulting from a general 

repulsion and constitutional exclusiveness between all its 

members s such a country and such a society, we.Jt<:t they not 
li predestined prey of conquest1 11 

India had been conquered earlier many times, but those 

conquests had led to a change in political regimes only. so 

far as the basic economic and social structure was concemed, 

these conquests did not affect it. With self-sufficient 
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village industry and agriculture, the village was the unit of 

revenue assessment and finally village production almost 

exclusively for the village use, this economic structuxe of 

pre-British India triumphantly survived, in all its outline~ 

for centuries all foreign invasions, military convulsions, 

religious unheavals and dynastic wars. All these event~ 

spectacular and cataclysm!~ affected only the social,political 

or religious ideological superstructure of the Indian society. 

The self-sufficient village in Which practically the entire 

population lived successfully survived the most violent 

political storms and military holocausts. 

Thus, the British conquest of the Indian subcontinent 

during the eighteenth century was one of the epochal events 

of 100dem Indian history. According to Marx, the English 

interference in India had produced the greates~ so to speak 

the truth, the only social revolution ever heard of in Asia. 17 

Rarrrnohan Roy, hailed as the father of modem India, argued 

that India had much to learn from the British in the fields 

of politics, science, literature and religion. l\t>st of the 

early Indian leaders were convinced that their salvation lay 

in creating a strong Indian state. Such a state presupposed 

industrialisation, modern science and technology and a 

rationalist culture. In other "WOrds, India's salvation lay 

in embracing modernity. Since Britain has successfully 

modernised itself and was, indeed, a world leader, India had 
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a good deal to learn from it. And oadabhai Nao.taji could not 

help but see a divine hand (i.e. Brit ish domination of India) 

at such a ripe moment. 

Thus, from the very beginning of the ninteenth 

centur~ Indian leaders welcomed the British rule and urged 

the Indians to take advantage of it. Rammohan Roy contrasted 

the civilised British with their tyrannical predecessors and 

saw the new rulers not as a body of conquerors but rather as 

deliverers. He went on s 

11 From personal impression, I am impressed with the 

conviction that greater our intercourse with the European 

gentlemen, the greater will be our improvement in literary, 

social and political affairs: a fact which can be easily 

proved by comparing the condition of those of many countrymen 

who have enjoyed this advantage with that of those who have 

not the opportunity. n 18 

Rammohan Roy concluded that the British rule spelt 

a loss of autonom~ but what mattered really was s 

"National independence is not an absolute goal; the 

goal, so to say, of society to secure the happiness of the 

greatest possible number; anci when left to itself, a nation 

cannot obtain this object, When it does not contain in itself 

the principles of future progress, it is better for it that 
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it should be guided by the example and even the authority of 

a conquering people who are more civilised. '* 19 

In the Presidential Address of the Congress, B.K.Dhar 

spelt out the blessings of the British Raj more clearly s 

"Peace, order, and perfect security of life and 

property have been secured to us and to degree never known to 

the old Roman Empire and even now not be seen anywhere beyond 

the limits of the British Empire. A genuine and an active 

interest in the welfare of the masses, as is shown by its 

famine, plague, sanitation and agrarian measures, is its 

abiding and noblest features. Perfect religious and social 

freedom it has given to us unasked; and Railways, Post Office 

and thousand other instruments and appliances are the means by 

which it has added to our comfort and social advancement. The 

educational system which has immortalised the name of Bentinck 

and Macaulay is perhaps the greatest gift to the people of India. 

The spread of English education, as it has instructed our minds 

and inspired us with new hopes and aspiration~ has been 

accompanied by gradual and cautious concessions of political 

rights •••• the admissions of Indians into public service~ 

the instruction of local self-government and the reform of 

the Legislative Councils on a partially representative basis. 

We have a government whose justice is exemplary and a civil 

service which in ability, integrity, zeal, and genuine regard, 
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according to its own lights, for those entrusted to its case, 

had no r·ival in the world •••• 1 thank God that I am a British 

subject, and feel no hesitation in saying that the government 

of India by England •••• faulty as it is in many respect and 

greatly it needs to be reformed and renovated from top to 

bottom •••• is still the greatest gift by the Province to my 

race • For England is the only country that known how to 

20 
govern those who cannot govern themselves. 11 

Valentine Chirol was the first person to give a 

sophisticated version of what may be called the claim that 

India was a mere geographical expression which could never 

develop into a nation Jn the western sense of the term: and 

whatever political movement~ with pseu-national colour 

existed in India, hac tl:eil.' :rc;ct~: jn deep traditional, 

instinctively anti-westem sources. The so-call ee national 

movement, according to him, v1as engines red by smaJ 1 elite 

groups of tra<h tional society, \"lhc had in view the particular 

interests of their own castes and not the genera] interest 

of the people. These groups, being of high ritual status in 

the caste hierarchy of the Hindu society, were dee~ly 

committed to one or another form of revivalist Hinduism. 

A much more interesting interpretation from an 

analytical point. '~he analysed 

the emergence of Indian nationa1ism as a historical phenomenon. 

Here his views coincidt"'C cr <:ne important point with that of 



Chirol, namely, the absence of any political nationhood in 

India before the BritJsh Dlle. Briefly, his argument ran 

as fOllows. The East India Company conquered India with 

the help of the nascent Indian tradinq cl2sses of the late 

Mughal India and later suppressed this class. So there 

could be no national development until the Indian bourgeoisie 

rose from its ashes once again in the late nineteenth century, 

and slowly accumulated capital until the World War ~ 

qcicl<:ened the pace of development of native capitalism and 

its political ideology •••• the national movement. The 

intellect,l<~:: ~:; trained in modern political thought laid the 

theoretical foundation of Indian nationalism. These were 

the objective conciticns J.n y;hich the Indian National Congress 

came into being. M.N .Roy in his book, 1!l§.!.a....!E...!.f.2llill.!2.!1 

posed a chaLlenge to Lenin • s thesis that India was under a 

feudal system. By marshalling a for·midable array of facts 

and figures, Roy ar-,;':~:c'i that, ccntrary to the general notion, 

India was not under a feudal syste~ but was alDeady within 

the orbit of capitali~3m mtd \·Jas moving towards a capitalist 

mode of production. 

R. P.Dutta whose l!l912..!.Qda~ still remains the most 

authoritative Marxist work on modern India, v1rote that the 

growth of modern industry in the second half of the nineteenth 

centu}:-/ Jed to the rise of the bourgeoisie, together with a 

new educated middle class of lawyers, teachers, administrators, 



and journalists. But gradually there was a shift of emphasis 

from R.l?.:i:Jutt • s bou l~:J·:'0isie to intermediate groups •••• 

variously designated as the educated middle class, the petty 

bou r.:geoisie, and the in tell iyent s::l.a. A. R.Desai 1 s work on 

Indian nationalism took up in this pespect the earlier 

threads of M.N.Roy. With the growth of rnodem inC<Lstries, 

wrote Desai, the modem bourgeoisie and working class carre 

into existence, along with professional cL=sses. 'l'he 

in tcllisentsia drawn from the professional clc=Jsses developed 

before the industrial bourgeoisie and led the national 

movement in each phase. 

The construction of Indian nationalism, thus, 

commenced in the mid-nineteenth century among the urba~ 

anglicised strata to whom the appropriation of a range of 

western discourses became a v..~.\:.al element in their 

comprehension and interpretation of social experiences of 

domination and subordination at t.he hands of what seemed 

an invincible west:em modernity. 

European orientalist scholars of Sanskrit and history 

had since the eighteenth centurj created a comprPhensive body 

of research on classical Hindu culture. This particular 

style of imperial scholarship had constructed India ~s the 
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symmetrical other of the west. Hinduism was in the main 

seen as an amorphous religion devoid of central doctrines or 

organisation. Indian culture was portrayed as essentially 

spiritual and irrational as spawning hierarchical and bC1rbaric 

practices such as the rigidities of the caste syste~ burning 

of widows, 
21 

fire-sacrifices etc. · 

Early Indian nationalists, such as Vivekananda, 

internalized this construction of India as pure spirituality, 

holism and cultural depth, 8!10 in\'C st!:-;c"i them into a positive 

construction of India as the antithesis to western rationalism 

and materialism. This discursive in.;10~2:·s:J.cn opened the entire 

inventory of civilisational criticisms developed by European 

romanticism and cultural nationalism to the Indian nationalists. 

These early discourses emphasised the fundamental ontological 

difference between India and the West ano sa, .. J the r.mcient Indian 

cul turaJ. heritage as a universalist spiritual correction to the 

excessive materialism of western industrial civilisation. 

The other: simultaneous st r:at.egy strove., v1hile 

accepting the basic analysis of Hind~. cul t.u.n: as weak and 

incoherent, to reform and organise Hinduism into a more egali

tarian. doctrinnaire and organised religion. The largest of 

these reform movements, the Arya Samaj, reacted against the 

proselytising activities carried 01.A t bj/ Christian missionaries. 

The Arya Samaj emphasised the physical training and organi

sation of young men. The rationale was to Emu1 atf; the basic 



institutions and practices of semetic and monotheistic 

civilisations. 
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Gandhij i' s rise to the status of. uncontested spiritual 

figure and political saint in the Congress from 1920 onwatds 

brought about a significant change in the nationalist discourses 

and strategies. Gandhiji combined the early nationalist's 

discourses on India as spiritually superior to the West with 

a range of mass mobilisation technique. His philosophy of 

non-violence and religious populist syncretism ••*• ~he 

doct~ir.e of equal respect for all religions did not challenge 

caste or social hierarchies in any radical sense. Along with 

the emergence mass politic~ the dominant liberal leadership 

of the Congress organised the broad sections of the elite and 

urban middle classes which remained the primary social basis 

of the emerging project of a modern nation state. 

Thus, the Indian National Congress, during the British 

rule, combined nearly all ideological strands in expedient 

manner. 'l'here was an implicit faith in the richness and 

superiority of Indian culture in all kinds of nationalist 

explanations of colonialism, national emancipation and 

self-rule. This also produced and sustained an amorphous 

conservatism in the main currents of nationalism despite 

conflicting views regarding social and religious reform and 

political strategy. Reacting to the impossibility of avoiding 

change and the urgency of preserving the religious and cul tura1 
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mooring~ the nationalist ideologues endeavoured to evolve 

a rationally defensible and practically effective discourse. 

In the event, the Indian society change~ yet stuck to its 

traditions. 

'l:hus, the question of identifying the conservative 

forces in Indian politics is quite a difficult one. According 

to Rudolph and Rudolph, hone of the paradoxes of Indian 

politics is that ancient India 1 s regime, surely one of the 

oldest and most deeply rooted in the world, produced no 

reaction •••• only a few minor local parties today stand for 

full return to the rule of Brahmins and Khatriyas according 

to the precepts of dharma and traditional duty, and they 

. ff t 1 22 are 1.ne ec ua • 

The problem is compounded by the fact that India t s 

landed aristocracy, ever since the Mutiny of 1857~3 sided 

with the British for protecting honour and property which 

could have provided an articulate conservative platform. 

However, in the absence of stable, indigenous and macro-

political institutions and the broad class identifications 

and cohesion meant that there was no national focal point 

for aristocratic conservatism. The latter was at best regional 

and was often formed around antagonistic rulers. 1'-breover, 

the nationcl movement attracted the industrial classes and 

segments of middle class peasantry at a time when the aristo-

cracy came to be aligned increasingly with the British. Also 



After Indei)endence, the Congress hec;c:rrDny and flexibility 

enables the ~~ling party to use assorted carrots and sticks 

to allure and weaken the conservative el{=:mt.nts, often making 

important concessions but paying lip-service to the socialist 

rhetc .:ric. 'l'he Congress willingness to buy off some potent 

conservative forces and to intimidate others has helped to keep 

th f . ~ f '. 24 e c::>ns~_:: rva ti ve o :rces ~n a s ... ate o o1.sarr:ay. In the decades 

after Inde:'i.':'ndenc€, r_he Indian Nati:)nal. Congress under the 

leadership o£ Nehru established an effective political hegemony 

bent on U1e oevelopment of a strong, interventionist state 

appa r:=tus. Throu<_;r. import substitution st ra tegi es, economic 

planning and an effectiv•2 distributional coalition of dominant 

economic 3nd political interests T.rJith:Ln the )atrunage structures 

of the party, the Congress party provided t:he economic 

developmt:nt and political stability Eo r: decades. This hegemonic 

Nehr11vian statE elevated the principles of secul3rism to the 

central elements in t.:v? official liberal nationcJlist doctrine of 

India. Through education and dominant political rhetoric, the 

slogan 'unity in diversity' became the ideological crossing point of 

a variety of policies seeking to accomrrodate diver::;e linguisti~ 

social ano religious dernands for oft:iciaJ. recognition and protection. 

tJehruvian secular nationalism sought: .. .:;.t,l considerable sources to 

constrt.;.ct r-Iinduism as a mul-cifar:ious, integrative anC. tolerant 

set oi.: :)rinciples. Hence, ::ecularis::n became in the ;ost-colonial 

mas:: 6emocraC'i a privileged signifier of equal accornrnodation 

ana competitive patronage of social groups and cultural 



communities through state and party. 

Another strand of Indian conservatism is much more 

difficult to analyse, the vill&.;;Je-oriented conservatism, 

which H.L.Erdman called, "disguised" and is available and 
~5 

persuasive to many Indians including C.kajagopalachari. 

This doctrine in its core has an image of an idealised 

village community, sometimes thcught to have existed in 
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ancient India. It has its principal roots in the views that 

the village India, is the real IncH•. 'l'he association of 

Gandhiji 1 s name rightly or wrongly, ,.;ith this strand of thought, 

accounts in large measure for its potenti;:;J emotional appeal. 

11 The fact that this doctrine does defend India against the 

West,'' observed Erdman, and that it can be sanctified by 

the invocation of Gandhiji 1 s name makes it almost uniquely 

attractive refuge for alJ manners of knaves, scoundrels, 

r.E>actionaries etc., as well as genuine conservatives, in 

addition to those who ear·nestly desire substantial change 
. 26 

along Gandhian l~nes. 

In the western countrie~ along with steady industria-

lisation and development of capitalis~ society became 

stratified and conservatism became the ideology of the landed 

aristocrats in different forms in different countries. But 

in case of Indi~ the new political and economic environment 



created by the British conquest and rule of Indi~ posed 

before the Indians problems which were quite new and could 
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not be solved by the theories and methods which the old Indian 

culture provided. For exampl~ to solve the national economic 

tasks arising out of the new economic problems such as greater 

industrialisation of India, Indian economists turned to the 

theoretical works on economics of Adam Smith, Ricardo or Harx. 

N either Chanakya, the ancient author of Artha Shastra, nor 

Vyas, the immortal composer of .Mahabharata, could arm Indians 
27 

with theoretical means to solve modern economic problems. 

In such an environment conservatism in India took the garb of 

religious revivalist movements both Hindu and Muslim. These 

movements appealed to the centuries-old traditional value~ 

were able to build up o po\.;erful following among the less 

modernised masses where Congress could not. For exanple, 

T ilak did not hesitate to appea.1 tc_, explosive communal 

religious sentiments. He defended child marriage and organised 

cow protection society and began to worship elephant-god 

Ganapati as a means of stimulating mass participation in 

politics. This type of religious and revivalistic conservative 

politics is still a powerful force in Indian politics which will 

be discussed in the concluding chapter. 
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